ACCESS AND CIRCULATION

Tube Access

Through traffic will be monitored and
managed with rising bollards.

Level Access
Retail Access
Private Residential
Affordable Residential
Private Vehicle / Cycles
Retail Refuse & Delivery
Residential Refuse & Delivery
Emergency Vehicle
Step Free Access (SFA) to platform
under investigation

Proposals:

>>Reinstatement of the
direct circulation routes
>>Single retail operator will
require less servicing
vehicles
>>More space given over to
larger, more open retail
area
>>Main servicing off St
Ermin’s Hill
>>Private residential parking
at ground and first floors
of WOS
>>Accessible spaces
for affordable off new
courtyard entrance.
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Broadway Complex

RETAIL CONCEPT

3.3 ELEMENTS OF SIGNIFICANCE | GROUND FLOOR
The original ground floor arrangement of 55 Broadway offered
three entranceways into St James Park Station. The main
entrance, on Petty France, opened onto the booking hall with
stairs leading down to platform level. A small opening, to its
side, led to telephone kiosks and shops on the east side of the
booking hall.
On the south side of the building was the second entrance.
Along the arcade leading to the central main hall passengers
passed the Enquiry Office and the Lost Property Office
arranged on either side. Passengers would cross through the
central hall through two sets of doors, to arrive at the booking
hall and stair to the platforms.
The east entrance, where the main frontages of the north
and east converge, had the address, 55 Broadway, above
the doorway and although open to the public did not display
Underground signs. This suggests that this entrance was
used by people working in the building and less by the public.
Offices adjoining the eastern arcade received natural light
through rooflights opening into the lightwells formed by the
cruciform shape of the upper floors of the building.
This generosity of design, allowing passengers and railway
staff to share the same grand spaces, is one of the key features
of the building. The finishes are simple yet rich, elegant yet
practical. Travertine marble and Belgian black marble were
used for wall and floor finishes, walnut for internal woodwork,
including doors. The coffered ceilings and the detailing to
the marble set off the generally austere finishes. The foot of
the central stair, as it turns round to meet the central hall
is a particularly fine feature, its walls and strings finished
in travertine, its treads in marble and its handrail in bronze
supported cast iron balusters, decorated with the motif
employed elsewhere in the building. Materials and detailing,
such as travertine, which is non-slip, and curved skirtings to
aid cleaning, was designed to take account of maintenance
and health and safety issues in the public areas. The uniform
appearance of the interior was complemented by bronze
roller-shutters to the offices and handrails. The large windows,
borrowing light from the surrounding light wells, ensure that
the central hall in the very heart of the building is well lit and
well ventilated.
In 1952 Holden designed a war memorial. This is located in
(TBC).

Historic Plan

>>Charles Holden, 55 Broadway’s architect,
created a short cut from Victoria Street into the
station ticket hall
>>The route from the east was a secondary
entrance providing easy access to the main stair
or leading through to the junction of the axes of
the cruciform into the lift lobby
>>The retail units were very modest in scale
>>The ground floor has undergone a series of
transformations to suit changing priorities.
Proposals

Original Holden plan illustrating the
minimal retail and circulation route

Current circulation with retail
coloured yellow.

Reestablishing the axial circulation with
retail coloured yellow

Central core closed to public access
(1980s plan)

Retail
Public circulation

Ground Floor Plan, 1929, indicating entranceways and public areas

>>Original ground floor configuration restored
>>Ground floor retail offering open to street
>>Back of house areas located in basement
>>Pavement depth increased for external seating.

View from Booking Hall into central hall, 1929

Holden visual - animated ground floor

South corridor leading into central hall, 1953
South
corridor leading into central
hall,1963

Shops facing Booking Hall, 1963

Shops facing booking hall, 1963
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Retail
Retail Back of House (BOH)
Residential BOH
Residential Reception
Retail Plant
Residential Plant
LUL(London Underground Ltd)
Proposed ground floor plan

Examples of varied offers by single operators

Broadway Complex

